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Printing Multiple copies of one image on a page

 Sometimes there is a need to
print multiple copies of the same
image on one page, perhaps
when giving out the same image
to several people
 In the Layout Style panel, select
Picture Package
 Some of the panels and options
will change
 A default layout will appear
 Highlight and delete any you
don't require
 Resize them by dragging the sides/corners - or by using the sliders
in the Cells panel
 In the Image Settings panel there are two new options:
o Photo Border - this is used to provide the space to cut the
photos and keep a white border
o Inner Stroke - this will add a stroke to each cell, the size and
color can be adjusted
 In the Cells Panel you can add more cells - at preset sizes. If there
is not sufficient room, LR will add another page
 There are a few other options:
o New Page - Adds another page (of course)
o Auto Layout - Arranges the cells in the best layout
o Clear Layout - Removes all the cells so you can start afresh

Custom Package
 Custom Package is the option where you arrange everything,
which includes moving the images into the document
 Click the Custom Package name in the Layout Style panel
 The panels change slightly from the Picture Package layout, but
work in much the same way
 Add images by dragging them into the content area
 Resize them by dragging the side or corner. To keep the
dimensions the same as the original hold down the Shift key while
dragging a corner
 The Lock to Photo Aspect Ratio option will keep the cells in the
same ratio as the original photos
 Photo Border - Adds white space around all the cells
 Inner Stroke - Adds a line around the photo

Grid Snap
 One very useful option is the Grid Snap options, the options are:
o Snap to Grid
o Snap to Cells
o Off
 This is very useful when making panels as it helps to ensure that
the space is the same around all the images

Making a display panel with the Custom Package
 Change to Portrait orientation (in Page Setup - bottom right)
 In the Page panel set the Background color to Black
 Drag a photo into the document
 Untick the 'Lock to Photo Aspect Ratio
 Drag into a tall narrow shape in the centre top, make it about 17 x
5 cm - check the Cell size in the Cells panel
 Duplicate the cell by holding down the Alt/Opt key and dragging in
the Cell
 Position to the right
 Duplicate the Cell again and drag to the left so that you have three
in a row
 Drag another image into the
document and place at the
bottom, extend the edges till
they snap to the outer edges
of the three panels. Leave a
gap in the centre for a title
 To replace one image with
another simply drag the new
image on top of the existing
one
 In the Page panel edit the
Identity Plate to read Bubbles
and choose a suitable
typeface, colour and size
 Go to the Rulers, Grid & Guides panel and hide everything
 Save the panel layout as a template for future use

Saving as a JPEG instead of Printing
 If you want to send your finished
image by email, or just want to keep
a copy for future use you can save it
as a JPEG file.
 In the Print Job panel, change Print
to: from Printer to JPEG File
 Enter the File Resolution
 Set the JPEG Quality to maximum
 Use the Custom File Dimensions
when you need to set the shape and
size of the page, I use this when I
am creating custom pages for Blurb
books.

Another Design using the Custom Package
 Start with an empty page
 Drag a photo in for the background, don't let it fill the area just yet
 Drag another photo in and make it 8cm square
 Position it near top left
 Use the Alt/Opt key to drag 3 more copies out
 Drag the background image out to fill the full area
 Once the design is set up, drag the images you want into the
relevant cell, it will replace the original image
 Use the Ctrl/Cmd key to move the photo inside the Cell
 If you need to move a photo in front or behind another, right click
the photo and choose one of the options.

 Using this method you can overlap and layer images

Making panels using the Single Image Layout style
 The key differences with these panels are:
o The panels are always in columns
o They cannot be overlapped
o They fill themselves from the selected images on the
Filmstrip
 Click the Single Image option in the Layout Style panel
 In the Page Setup, select A4 and Landscape
 Select 4 images on the Filmstrip
 In the Layout panel, move all the margin sliders to the left
 Change the Page Grid to 2 Vertical and 2 Horizontal
 Set both sliders for Cell Spacing to 0.30 cm
 Change the Background color if desired

 Stroke the border if desired. Generally if you have a Black
background, choose White as the Stroke color - and vice versa
 Get the margins equal by typing in a number - say 1.00cm
 Select four different images. Only the selected images are
included and they appear in the order they are selected on the
Film Strip, so if you want them in a different order you need to
rearrange them on the Film Strip

 Select all the images on the Film Strip and increase the Page Grid
amounts, the grid will resize and fill automatically. The image
below has 1 Vertical column and 15 Horizontal

 Once you get it set up for a particular size paper, save as a
Template and it can be used very easily for other images. It can
also be adapted easily to more or less Cells and more templates
saved. I always include the paper size in my Template names

Saving a Layout with Images
 Creating a Template will save the design for future use, but it will
not remember the images and sometimes it is useful to do so.
 You can of course save the image as a JPEG rather than printing,
but if you want to recreate the panel again but make some
alterations this is
not much help, but
there is a way!
 Press Create
Saved Print (top
right in the Content
Area)
 Give the Saved
Print a name and

choose a Location (folder)
 There are some options:
o Include only used photos - Tick this unless you want to save
ALL the images on the Film Strip
o Make new virtual copies - Use if you want to (I don't usually)
o Set as target collection - use if you want to add more images
to the collection
 The Saved Print will appear in the Collections panel and can be
seen in any module. Clicking the collection in any module will open
the Saved Print in the Print module with all the images included on
the filmstrip (but NOT in the panel) - select the images and they
will feed in the panel.
 Another use for this function is when you have a lot of images on
the Filmstrip and are using a number from different parts of the
Filmstrip. It is then difficult to rearrange the images as you have to
deselect them before you move an image, by which time you may
well have trouble finding the images again. I find it handy to make
a Saved Print to retain only the selected images and then they
can be arranged in the best order quite easily
 As you will have seen, the Print module in Lightroom is very
versatile in creating and printing panels of images as well as single
images.

This is a complex template made with the Custom Package

